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This BM discloses an extension of MPSB activity
which, unless retracted, is likely to confuse Government
and to hamper the machinery established to provide both
instant and reviewed intelligence to consumer
departments. The salient points are these:(a) without, so far as we know, any
requirement having been laid on them by
Government, MPST have decided: to issue
detailed retrospective surveys of
One 11 page survey on
industrial disputes.
the Docks dispute has already issued; a
second 15 page report on the Building Workers
dispute is about to appear. MISB propose from
now on to prepare them for all major
industrial disputes;
(b) these reports are not confined to events which
have taken place within MPSB's area of
jurisdiction, but cover countrywide aspects of the
MPSB have told us that they
disputes in question.
have used material obtained from provincial
Special Branches in their report on the Building
dispute
(c) we have discovered, although MPSB have not told
that they have sent the first report to the Home
Office (Police Department). There may be other
recipients;
(d) the first report Annex A to serial'. may
fairly be described as seriously inaccurate in
Worse, it contains whole papagraphs
many places.
Plagiarised from the 'Daily Telegraph', without
acknowledgment. NO attempt has been made in it to ,
inform the consumer of the reliability of the
sources or the accuracy of the information. Its
contents, including assessments, are in the main
stated as facts;,
(e) MPSB recently admitted to us that they have
We ',.now that their attempts
no industrial agents.
to obtain sources in London to cover the last
rail dispute, when at its height were made in a
We
most clumsy manner and were rebuffed.
considered it fortunate at the time that they
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(continued)

received no publicity as the already taut
situation between unions and Government
might thereby have been further exacerbated.
2.

The dangers arising from this situation are:(a) that there are now two sources of
national coverage of and reporting on the
subversive aspects of industrial disnutes,
We are moreover,
ourselves and MPSB.
speaking with different voices;
(b) that reports sent to a consumer .
department such as the Home Office risk
acceptance at their face value, particularly
when there is nothing to enable the reader
to assess their reliability. There is no
reason to think they might not be shown to
Ministers.
Had this happened with the
Docks dispute report then Ministers could
be forgiven for seeirr
, in it corrobation for
a number of completely inaccurate statements
in the 'Daily Telegrapht. The result could
have been faulty ministerial decisions or
action;
(c) : that Security ervice and no doubt
Department of Employment) officers already
engaged in the production of reports in London
cni. industrial disputes have no time to spare
to analyse and produce detailed comments on
lengthy reports of such dubious provenance, and
to date, blatant inaccuracy. If the Home
Office produce these reports for the attention
of the Waddell Unit, the amount of time
wasting could be substantial.

It comes as a shock to see MPSB indulging in
such an unprofessional approach to the production of
intelligence renprts.
It is appropriate. to ask why
they consider it necessary to extend their function
in a manner which both duplicates parallel work
undertaken very much more effectively by Department of
Employment and at the Same time usurps Security Service
responsibilities as the Government's national security

3.

•

•

•
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4 (continued)
No doubt MPSB have come under pressure,
agency.
possibly from the Commissioner or the Home Office, to
provide intelligence about the law and order of industrial
disputes in the London area, which is indisputably a
Indeed, we ourselves have
legitimate charge on them.
told MPSB that we require much more current intelligence
about the subversive aspects of these disputes in the
London area - but so far their response has been very
limited and compares unfavourably with that of most
We urgently need their
provincial police forces.
joint agent system in the
a
develoning
in
cooperation
industrial and other fields parallel with that which we
For M7SB to divert
have with provincial police forces.
effort from much needed London intelligence coverage to
the production of broad surveys of national matters
without having any assessment capability is all the more
deplorable.
In my view this situation needs to be rectified
There is no room for two
before it gets out of hand.
national security agencies covering the same ground and
MP3B should be told to stick to their last concentrating
on intelligence production, currently inadequate, in their
own area, supplying the product to us for inclusion in
collated reports and assessments.

4.

How this is to be done will need further
5.
consideration, but to have the required result, it will
One solution
probably call for action at a high level.
may be to persuade the Home Office (particularly in view
of their Chairmanship of the Waddell unit) to point out
to MPSB that their reports are duplicating work which is
already the job of the Department of 7,mployment and the
Jecurity 5ervice and that they are therefore not
If our need for information about the
required.
subversive aspect of disputes in the London area could be
stressed at the same time this would be an advantage.
This might relieve us of the embarrassment of a direct
confrontation with MPSB. There is however some risk that
it would lead to a call for extending to them the
circulation of Subinds the control of which now seems to
There are some dangers here
lie with the Home Office.
which I can explain if required.
6.
You may wish to consider taking the views of
P.L.S. and F.4. in this matter.

F.1
1 6th October 1972
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5.

IMit
E
F leittl.
Reference minute 4 I agree that this recently
started series of industrial reports by MPSB is not
a very useful development. I think it probably arises
from MPSB's recent recruitment to the Waddell Group.
2.
The meetings of the Waddell Group have so far
demonstrated (and, so far as I can see, the new
arrangements for industrial reporting under the aegis of the
Waddell Group will continue to show) that MPSB are not a
serious contender with us in the field of reporting on
industrial subversion and providing security information
to the D. of E.
I have already spoken to Vic Gilbert and Colin
3.
Woods about a meeting on industrial coverage and I hope
to arrange this shortly.

J.L. Jones

76.11.72

6
v.V1
,
I dare say you are familiar with the relationship
b etween F.1. and MPSB on the industrial front.
2.
You may nevertheless like to note the contents of
this file now that you have responsibility for the
industrial desk. There have been some developments in
that F.
has, I gather, spoken to Colin Woods about
the subject and he has doubtless done a note on this discussion.

3.

Since these papers were put away in this B.M. we
have had at least one further reDort from IPSB
we felt we could not
/assess ....
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Min. 6 cont'd
assess the intelligence it contained. I made this point
to F. as I felt that this was a situation which we could
not very well continue to support. The industrial desk
will be able to give you details if you require them.

F.1.
11th December, 1972.
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14.5.73

S.B; Report

8

8.6.73

attached
Loose Minute with S.B. Report
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15.11.73

•

MPSB report re railways

10

16.11.73

MPSB report re railways
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23.11.73

MPBS report re railways
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23.11.73

MPSB report re

13

23 R9.11.73

MPBB

report re building industry

14

27.11.73

MPSB report re engineering industry

15

29.11.73

MPSB report re industrial militancy against Phase Three

16

30.11.73

MPSB report re mineworkers

17

3.12.73

MPSB report re mineworkers
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1
We discussed with Director F the series of reports from 1J?S3 which
1.
we have recently received and about which you wished to seak to
Commander Roders. Copies of all these reports are on this Ph, serials 9a
to 13s, A number of them are of the tylDe which one would expect EPSP to
produce for ti2e, benefit of the Metropolitan Police, since they refer to
matters which affect law and order or the policing of the Metropolitan
area. 2=mT)les of this kind are at serials
The remainder deal with tonics of national interest i.e. the situation in
the building industry, the situation in the engineering industry, the
situation in the mining industry, the current state of the
and
industrial action against Phase Three generally.
2.

is

The following points would seem to be worth discussinf2 with 1,-1?3 ,:1.

ii.

We understood from liPS73 that they would no loner undertake
encTiries about industial or trade union matters unless they
had a specific law and order or subversive copnotation • The
reroute at serials 12s. to 16a on the national scene would seem
to derive largely from press coverage and are not specifically
concerned with law and order matters, indeed that on the
mining industry specifically states, at -Daragraph 9, that
there is no immediate threat to public order.
In view of the pressure under which MPSB are working the production of the latter type of report, which is contrary to their
own policy, seems to be a waste of valuable resources. Voile
we shall continue to look to the IIPS3 for information about
subversion in industry in the Metropolitan area, and no doubt
: to them for information
the Home Gffice will continue to .7(-101
about law and order, there is no reouirement for general
hor rovnd, reports of this type.
about
I have spoken to F4,
two of these reports in which there is information, which ellefedly derives from informants. A. are taking up separatel7
with 14PS3 the ouestion of sources, dome of this information
mirtht .nossibly be of value to us if the sources were disclosed
and the information could be assessed. Put at present none
of it can be incorporated in our own reports.

11 December 1973
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